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German Shepherd breeders of Czech (Slovakian) German shepherd puppies for sale in NC

Vom Weiland, German Shepherd breeders Our German shepherd history I started training my first dog, a purebred beagle, in 1961. Between 1961 and 1985, I owned,

trained and bred other breeds;  then I discovered German shepherds!  I was in love with the breed. There are some breeds that can do some things as well as a German

shepherd; but, no breed does as many things as well as a German shepherd. I loved working with my dog, Max; but, he developed hip dysplasia, and it was

heartbreaking.  When looking to replace him, I did a lot of research on American vs. German, vs Czech German shepherd dogs, and decided that Czech bred German

shepherd dogs were for me.  I liked Czech bred German shepherds because they had strict breeding standards for registering their German shepherd puppies.  The

breeding German shepherd dogs must have proven their hips by x-ray, and proven their intelligence, willingness to work, and superiority as working German

shepherds by acquiring titles.  The Czech breeders focussed on working abilities, and straight backs, breeding more for the large boned traditional German shepherd

dog, which was less likely to have hip / elbow problems.  I just did not have the money to import the dog that I wanted at the time, and decided to wait until I could

afford to get the best. I kept searching for a dependable source of high quality Czech bred German shepherds.  Finally, in 2006, I found my female German shepherd,

whom I imported from Eurosport, Orsina z Get Pet.    I was impressed by the consistent quality of Czech German shepherd dogs that others had acquired from

Eurosport in Slovakia.  I bought her as a "protection trained" three year old.  We had a lot of work to do to get her BH, her AD, and her Schutzund titles.  She is

currently a Sch2.She was the first of our Czech bred German shepherds imported from Eurosport in Slovakia. All content of this listing belongs to the Owner in this

Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved.
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